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Hey Traders! We will walk
you through the Last
week journey of the Forex
Market and what lies
ahead for them?

We are committed for our Traders provide better information about the market

and what we are thinking regarding the market relies , we would like if our

client will make profits and create a better reputation for both , for us as well

as for them , and enjoy the trading with the better technology and better

analysis. We like to provide information by our experience Analyst and like you

will have a look on it !!!
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF FOREX MARKET DEVELOPMENTS

• As expected, the Federal Reserve kept rates and tapering constant, stressing that pandemic-related financial assistance

will stop in March. Chair Jerome Powell, on the other hand, sent out enough of hawkish signals during his news

conference. He hinted at a March start date, but said he wouldn't rule out a hike at each meeting this year. He gave no

particular dates for the balance sheet reduction because the Committee is still discussing how to achieve it, but it is

certain that it will begin later this year. Policymakers were considering lowering their bond holdings in December by not

replacing bonds that matured instead of terminating acquisitions, which was a bold move at the time.

• The decision was made as inflation in the world's largest economy continues to grow, currently at 7% year on year, a

multi-decade high. Powell stated that high inflation is a threat to the employment market, which is still trending in the

direction of the Fed's aim. In an economy that is healthy enough to handle higher rates, tighter monetary policy should

reduce price pressures. If the Federal Reserve successfully slows its buying of Treasuries, rates will rise, making borrowing

prices even more expensive.

• Wall Street reacted negatively to the news, with key indexes losing ground for the fourth week in a row. The current dip

isn't causing alarm, but if panic selling hits equities, Powell & Co. may have to moderate their tightening pace. Financial

markets, on the other hand, took it in stride. Following the Fed's announcement, the yield on the 10-year US Treasury

note peaked at 1.86 percent, before falling to roughly 1.79 percent by the end of the week.

• The US data provided this week was mixed, but the dollar received a boost from the Q4 GDP statistic, which revealed that

the country grew at an annualised rate of 6.9% in the fourth quarter of 2021. On Friday, the US released the December

Personal Consumption Expenditures Price Index, which grew 5.8% YoY, somewhat less than the 6.1 percent predicted, but

still indicating sustained inflationary pressures. The core figure increased to 4.9 percent, exceeding the prediction of 4.8

percent.

• Aside from that, Markit released its January PMI preliminary estimates. The US figures were dismal, with the services

index falling from 57.6 to 50.9 and the manufacturing index falling to 55 from 57.7 earlier. In addition, durable goods

orders declined 0.9 percent MoM in December, while the January Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index was revised

downwards to 67.2. The early estimates of the Union's PMIs were also issued by Markit. The German numbers were

encouraging, although the services sector grew at a sluggish pace across the region, while the industrial sector grew

rapidly.

• The Business Climate in Germany improved to 95.7 in January, according to the German IFO poll, however the appraisal of

the current situation fell to 96.1. The GFK Consumer Confidence Survey for February came in at-6.7, which was better

than the -7.8 projected. Finally, the country's Q4 GDP came in at -0.7 percent QoQ, worse than the -0.3 percent forecast.

The EU only recently released the January Economic Sentiment Indicator, which dropped to 112.7 from 113.8 the month

before.

• The focus in the United Kingdom remained on politics. Prime Minister Boris Johnson is currently facing calls to quit, as

well as a police probe-on top of a civil servant's investigation. Sterling suffered a negative but little influence as a result of

the exciting political intrigue.

• As diplomatic discussions dragged on and Russia continued to stockpile troops, tensions on the Russia-Ukraine front

remained high. Although it is still unclear what President Vladimir Putin intends, optimism that an invasion would be

postponed until after the Winter Olympics in Beijing have kept markets calm on the subject. cases have decreased from

highs on both sides of the Atlantic, giving hope that the worst of the epidemic has passed. As a result, GBP/USD was able

to move in lockstep with other developments, most notably the Fed, as previously noted.

COMING AHEAD…….

• The ISM Manufacturing Purchasing Managers' Index kicks off the buildup on Monday. ITt is expected to stay around58, indicating a

strong expansion in this tiny but important sector. If inflation rises faster than projected, the Prices Paid component, which indicates

inflation, may steal the show. Despite the absence of correlation in the previous data, ADP's private-sector jobs report is of relevance on

Wednesday. While the NFP came in at a modest199,000, America's largest payroll firm reported an increase of 807,000 jobs. A smaller

increase of 250,000 people is expected.

• On Thursday, the ISM Services PMI stands out. The employment component is more important in this case because it has a good

association with the NFP. The relatively low 54.9 level recorded in December indicated the lacklustre job growth.

• Finally, nonfarm payrolls for January 2022 are scheduled to be released on Friday, and they are expected to show a 238,000 gain. The

Omicron covid variation has harmed the services sector, resulting in the loss of temporary jobs. The cold was also a factor. The silver

lining could come from changes to previous months' data, as well as wage growth for the dollar. In December, average hourly earnings

increased by 4.7 percent year over year, and the economic calendar now predicts yearly growth of 5.1 percent. The unemployment rate

is expected to stay at 3.9 percent, but there are always surprises.

• If PM Johnson is forced out, sterling would likely suffer in the short term, but the thought of seeing Chancellor Rishi Sunak— or even

more conservative Conservatives–at No. 10 would be reassuring to markets. It is critical to observe the timing of Prime Minister's

Questions-Wednesday at 12:00 GMT–when trading sterling to know when British traders are preoccupied. Political news, on the other

hand, would be meaningless if there were no noteworthy developments.

• What news would be significant? Sue Gray, a civil servant, is expected to release the results of her investigation into the PM's political

parties, although the exact date is unknown. There may be jitters if she drops a bombshell that forces Johnson to resign, but given the

ongoing police investigation, there may be delays. On the economic calendar, the Bank of England's rate decision stands out. The "Old

Lady" is planning another rate hike, this time from 0.25 percent to 0.50 percent. Even if investors are suspicious of BOE Governor

Andrew Bailey's statements, such a move is completely priced in, and investors want to know what happens next.

• Rate hikes and a tightening of the bank's bond-buying programme, which is presently worth £895 billion, would support the pound. The

BOE's inflation projections in the Monetary Policy Report would stand out if it did not give unambiguous signals. It's important to

remember that this is a "Super Thursday" event with a press conference, which means there's a significant likelihood of extreme

volatility.

• The EU will release its preliminary estimate of Q4 GDP, which is expected to grow by 0.3 percent year on year, while Germany will

provide preliminary estimates of January inflation numbers. The EU will release its latest inflation numbers and December Retail Sales

later this week, and the ECB will meet on Thursday to discuss monetary policy. It is largely expected that the central bank will keep its

current policy unaltered, as well as its cautious attitude to future modifications.

Hey traders! Let’s understand the important fundamentals of major currencies and

commodities and their impact in the coming week…

DEVELOPMENT IN DOLLAR, EURUSD AND GBPUSD



Technical View on Bitcoin

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

BUY VIEW: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $29,000-$30,000 WITH STOP LOSS OF $25,000 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $34,000 AND THEN $36,000. BUY NOT

EXECUTED, CALL VALID FOR THIS WEEK ALSO

NO SELL SETUP

TRADING STRATEGY

BUY TRADE: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $29,000-$30,000 WITH STOP LOSS OF $25,000 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $34,000 AND THEN $36,000.

SELL TRADE: NO SELL SETUP

FUNDAMENTALAND TECHNCIALASPECT

The price of bitcoin has dropped significantly in recent weeks, with the most recent decline occurring this week after the Federal Reserve's decision was released. Concerns about Bitcoin being in a bear

market have grown as losses have widened and the price has dipped below $30,000. Bear markets would occur on a nearly bi-weekly basis if the same gauges used to measure a bear market in the stock

market were applied to the bitcoin market. A bear market for equities markets is defined as a loss of 20% or more from the all-time high. A bear market for equities markets is defined as a loss of 20% or

more from the all-time high. Which way will Bitcoin go now that its on-chain, fundamental, and technical analysis indicators are all pointing to extremes? The way Bitcoin price finishes the weekly

candlestick will determine a lot. A flash crash toward the $25,000 value range is possible if it closes below 32,900. Because of how oversold and protracted the market is already, a bullish reversal is quite

likely. If a rally occurs, it will be a crucial test to determine if Bitcoin is in a bear market or not. Returning to test the $48,000 to $50,000 range reveals early hints of growth. If bulls are unable to sustain a

move over $48,000-$50,000 in the near future, the market will almost probably be set for a serious and lengthy bear market.



Gold Views Gold [XAUUSD]Analysis [Fundamental Snapshot and Next Week Calendar]

General Theory: When there is a fear across the globe, major economies rush towards the investment in gold. Currently, we are govern by the Corona Virus fear and US being on the top list

of infected person is majorly affected, however, currently all the economies are suffering from this pandemic but US being the world largest economy may outweigh the others. So, it affect

the dollar in some or the other way which in turn leads to gold prices to rally, as there is inverse relationship between dollar and gold.

GOLD MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS?

• The Markit Manufacturing PPMI and Services PMI fell to 55 and50.9, respectively, on Monday, indicating that the private sector's economic activity expanded at a much slower pace in January than it did in

December. Markets remained risk-averse as a result of disappointing data, and US Treasury bond yields continued to fall, allowing gold to extend its gains from the previous week. In the lack of high-tier data

releases on Tuesday, markets were relatively quiet, but XAU/USD managed to break beyond $1,850 for the first time in nearly two months.

• The Federal Reserve kept its policy settings constant on Wednesday, announcing that the quantitative easing (QE) programme will terminate in early March, as scheduled. The statement went on to say, "Indicators

of economic activity and employment have continued to strengthen." However, during the press conference, FOMC Chairman Jerome Powell's comments on the policy outlook sparked a dollar surge, causing

XAU/USD to plummet. Powell downplayed the troubling labour market data, claiming that there was "quite a bit of room" to hike rates without harming employment. In addition, the chairman noted that wages

were rising at their fastest rate in years.

• Powell also hinted that officials were leaning toward raising rates in March, although he didn't rule out a 50-basis-point boost. Finally, he stated that after the first rate hike, they will focus on balance sheet

reduction and that they will require two meetings to come up with a plan.

• These hawkish comments caused Wall Street's main indexes to continue to fall, giving the greenback a lift. After slipping lower to 1.7 percent earlier in the week, the benchmark 10-year US Treasury note yield

surged more than 5% and recaptured 1.8 percent.

• The US Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) stated on Thursday that the US economy grew at a 6.9% annualised rate in the fourth quarter. The US dollar continued to outperform its rivals, with this reading above

the market consensus of 5.5 percent by a significant margin, forcing XAU/USD to extend its decline.

• Finally, according to the BEA's monthly statistics released on Friday, the Core Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) Price Index increased to 4.9 percent on a year-over-year basis in December from 4.7 percent

in November, beating analysts' expectations of 4.8 percent. Personal Spending fell by 0.6 percent on a monthly basis in December, while Personal Income rose by 0.3 percent, according to the publication's

findings. The US Dollar Index fell slightly from its 19-month high of 97.44 reached late Friday, but still gained more than 1.5 percent for the week.

The Manufacturing and Services PMIs will be released by the ISM next week, but given how quickly the dollar recovered from the negative impact of the weak Markit PMI readings, these data are unlikely to have a big influence on the dollar, even if they fall short of market expectations.

The European Central Bank (ECB) and the Bank of England (BOE) will release their policy decisions on Thursday. The ECB is unlikely to alter its policy settings, and a neutral attitude might help the dollar maintain its footing by underscoring the Fed's policy gap.

The Bank of England is expected to raise its policy rate by 25 basis points for the second time in a row. If the BOE does not raise interest rates, GBP/USD might suffer significant bearish pressure, making it even more difficult for XAU/USD to recover. A hawkish policy stance combined with a

rate hike, on the other hand, might limit the dollar's gains, at least in the short term.

The January jobs report will be released by the US Bureau of Labor Statistics on Friday. Following the abysmal growth in November and December, nonfarm payrolls are expected to expand by 238,000 in January. The low bar means that a positive surprise is possible, and a stronger-than-

expected NFP print should favour the dollar in the short term. On the other hand, a third dismal reading in a row might put pressure on the dollar, allowing XAU/USD to recover.

Nonetheless, Powell made it clear that inflation management takes precedence over employment, and markets may be able to overlook a little increase in payrolls. However, the main data point to keep an eye on will be Average Hourly Earnings. Wage inflation is predicted to jump to 5.1

percent from 4.7 percent this year. Fed policymakers are concerned that a consistent increase in wages may lead to high consumer inflation for an extended period of time. As a result, strong wage inflation should be viewed as a positive for the dollar, and vice versa.

TECHNICAL VIEW ON GOLD

Gold fell below the ascending trend line, the 200-day SMA, and the 100-day SMA, which had been in place since mid-December. The Relative Strength Index (RSI) indicator on the daily chart dipped below50,

confirming the negative trend. The fact that the RSI is still over 30 shows that the pair has more area to fall before it becomes technically oversold. The first level of funding is $1,770. (static level). The next

negative objective might be seen at $1,755 if this level becomes resistance (static level). The 100-day SMA forms the first obstacle on the upswing, at $1,795. Even if XAU/USD reclaims that level, the 200-day

SMA at $1,805 stands in the way. Only a daily close above the latter could entice buyers and enable gold break free from bearish pressure.

GOLD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)

Gold: According to retail trader data, 84.37 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-short ratio of 5.40 to 1. The number of traders who are net-long is up 8.06 percent from yesterday and

up 21.93 percent from last week, while those who are net-short is down 13.51 percent from yesterday and 45.80 percent from last week.

We tend to be contrarians when it comes to crowd sentiment, and the fact that traders are net-long on gold signals that prices will continue to decline.

Traders are more net-long today than they were yesterday and last week, and the present sentiment combined with previous movements offers us a greater Gold-bearish contrarian trading bias.

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

SELL ON RISE NEAR $1840-$1841, STOP LOSS $1850 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1825

AND THEN $1805. BOTH TARGETS ACHIEVED

BUY ONLY ON DIPS NEAR $1800-$1805, STOP LOSS $1790 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF
1815 AND THEN 1825. TRADE RUNNING

FRESH TRADES

BUY TRADE: BUY ONLY ON DIPS NEAR $1750-$1760, STOP LOSS $1740 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF 1785

AND THEN 1800.

SELL ON RISE NEAR $1815-$1820, STOP LOSS $1830 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1800 AND THEN

$1790.

COMING AHEAD…….



Technical View Chart of EUR/USD

The EUR/USD pair has bottomed at 1.1120 and is trading near that level as we approach the close. The

EUR/USD pair has bottomed at 1.1120 and is trading near that level as we approach the close. In the

meantime, the 20 SMA has crossed below the 100 and 200 SMAs, keeping a negative slope much above the

present level. On the daily chart, the pair has reached oversold levels. While the pair develops deep below

bearish moving averages, technical indicators have stabilised at extreme levels amid Friday's restricted

intraday range. Although the pair may correct higher before resuming its downward trend, selling pressure

will most likely be concentrated near the 1.1185/1.1220 price range. The pair might touch 1.1300 if it

manages to break above this resistance region. A break below the 1.1100 level, on the other hand, should

result in a test of the psychological barrier of 1.1000.

FRESH STRATEGY

POSITIONAL SELL: SELL ON RISE NEAR $1.1220-$1.1250 WITH STOP LOSS OF 1.1300 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.1120 AND THEN $1.1050.

POSITIONAL BUY: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $1.1050-$1.1070 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.1000 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.1150 AND THEN $1.1200.

NOTE: HERE CLOSING BASIS STOP LOSS MEANS THAT PAIR MUST CLOSE ABOVE/BELOW THE STOP LOSS LEVEL ON THE DAILY BASIS THEN WEWILL CONSIDER THE STOP LOSS AS HIT

EURUSD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

POSITIONAL SELL: SELL ON RISE NEAR $1.1530-$1.1550 WITH STOP LOSS OF 1.1600 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.1450

AND THEN $1.1400. SELL NOT EXECUTED

POSITIONAL BUY: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $1.1330-$1.1350 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.1260 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.1420

AND THEN $1.1460. STOP LOSS HIT

EUR/USD: According to retail trader data, 69.57 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-short ratio of 2.29 to 1.

The number of traders who are net-long is down 2.15 percent from yesterday and up 21.02 percent from last week,

while those who are net-short is down 3.99 percent from yesterday and down 25.90 percent from last week.

We usually take the opposite side of popular sentiment, and the fact that traders are net-long on EUR/USD signals that

prices may continue to decline.

Traders are more net-long today than they were yesterday and last week, and the present sentiment combined with

previous movements offers us a stronger EUR/USD bearish contrarian trading bias.



Technical View Chart of GBP/USD

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

SELL ON RISE NEAR $1.3700-$1.3720 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.3800 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.3630 AND THEN $1.3580. SELL NOT EXECUTED

BUY ON DIPS NEAR 1.3430-1.3450 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.3400 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.3500 AND THEN $1.3530. STOP LOSS HIT

TRADING STRATEGY

BUY SETUP: BUY AT CMP $1.3405, ADD MORE ON DIPS NEAR $1.3350 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.3300 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.3500 AND THEN $1.3530

SELL SETUP: SELL ON RISE NEAR $1.3520-$1.3550 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.3600 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.3450 AND THEN $1.3400.2

Because of its significant volatility, sterling has been compared to an emerging market currency — and a

simple check at the chart confirms this. When cable slipped off the sharp uptrend support line, bears

gained command and are now in complete control. The pair fell below the 50-day and 100-day Simple

Moving Averages, reversing the downward momentum. The key support level is1.3350, which served as a

cushion in November and also supported the GBP/USD rally in late January. It's followed by1.3270, a

December resistance level, and then 1.32 and 1.3170. Cable was temporarily held up in mid-January by

resistance near 1.3440. The November swing high of 1.3515 comes next, followed by 1.3550 and 1.36.

Given inflated market expectations, the BOE will have to undertake a lot of heavy lifting, which might lead

to a weaker pound. Low expectations for Nonfarm Payrolls pave the way for a positive outcome that boosts

the dollar. Overall, GBP/USD may resume its downward trend after a brief correction.

GBP/USD: According to retail trader data, 58.15 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-short ratio of

1.39 to 1. The number of traders who are net-long is down 1.15 percent from yesterday and up 9.51 percent

from last week, while those who are net-short is down 1.13 percent from yesterday and down 28.97 percent

from last week.

We usually take the opposite side of popular sentiment, and the fact that traders are net-long on the

GBP/USD signals that prices may continue to decrease.

Positioning is less net-long today than it was yesterday, but more net-long than it was last week. We have a
further mixed GBP/USD trading inclination as a result of current sentiment and previous adjustments.

GBPUSD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)



Technical View Chart of AUD/USD
According to technical indicators, the AUD/USD pair is set to continue its downward trend. A bearish 200

SMA created resistance on the weekly chart, and the pair plummeted after failing to break through it.

Meanwhile, the 20 SMA has increased its decline and is now passing below the 100 SMA, both of which

are above the lengthier one. Meanwhile, technical indicators are clearly descending into negative territory.

The bearish case is also evident on the daily chart, with the pair developing below firmly bearish moving

averages while technical indicators reached oversold readings and maintained their downward slopes.

0.6920 is the next important support level, with a break below it exposing 0.6770. On approaches to the

0.7100 level, sellers are likely to reappear, however a corrective rise towards the0.7170/0.7210 level is

possible. The Overview chart, on the other hand, reveals that moving averages remain bearish, with the

pair expected to drop to as low as 0.6600 in the coming weeks, but not higher than 0.7300. Although the

range of possible targets spans over 1,000 pips, most targets collect between 0.71 and 0.73 in a quarterly

view.

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

POSITIONAL BUY TRADE: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $0.7050-$0.7080 WITH STOP LOSS OF $0.7000 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS $0.7170 AND THEN $0.7200. STOP LOSS HIT

POSITIONAL SELL: SELL ON RISE NEAR $0.7180-$0.7200 WITH STOP LOSS OF $0.7300 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $0.7100 AND THEN $0.7050. BOTH TARGETS

ACHIEVED

TRADING STRATEGY

POSITIONAL SELL: SELL ON RISE NEAR $0.7050-$0.7080 WITH STOP LOSS OF $0.7200 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $0.6950 AND THEN $0.6900.

POSITIONAL BUY: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $0.6900-$0.6920 WITH STOP LOSS OF $0.6800 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS $0.7000 AND THEN $0.7050.

AUDUSD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)

According to retail trader data, 75.09 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-short ratio of 3.01 to 1.

The number of traders who are net-long is up 12.72 percent from yesterday and up 20.18 percent from last

week, while those who are net-short is down 34.05 percent from yesterday and 32.79 percent from last week.

We usually take the opposite side of popular sentiment, and the fact that traders are net-long on the

AUD/USD signals that prices may continue to decrease.

Traders are more net-long today than they were yesterday and last week, and the combination of current

sentiment and recent movements gives us a more negative contrarian trading bias in the AUD/USD.



Technical View Chart of USD JPY

Since last Friday's close at113.64, the USD/JPY has risen, putting the MACD (Moving Average Convergence Divergence) on the verge of

reversing. Although the MACD line crossed the signal line on Friday, the Dollar yen's dip from the day's high of 115.69 makes the advance

shaky and not yet totally positive. After rebounding from a nine-month low last Friday, the Relative Strength Index (RSI) also climbed into

positive territory on Tuesday. The Average True Range (ATR) dipped on Friday, but was still much higher for the week, and could continue to

rise as the USD/JPY approaches its four-year high of 116.35. The USD/JPY has changed conditions, as evidenced by Wednesday's cross of the

50-day moving average (MA) at 114.31 and Thursday's cross of the 21-day MA at 114.85. Both lines, as well as the late November high

of115.37, are currently active support. Profit selling on the October to January surge had led the USD/JPY to the 23.6 percent Fibonacci level

at 114.51 and then to the 38.2 percent line at 113.50 for most of this month, and they are now support. The more than two-figure drop on

November 26 was triggered by the discovery of the Omicron virus strain, not by internal trading factors. In USD/JPY, support is the order of

the day. The 21-day MA at 114.86 backs the line at114.85; the 23.6 percent Fibonacci level at 114.51 backs the line at114.50; and the 38.2

percent Fibonacci level at 113.50 and the 100-day MA at 113.46 back the line at 113.50. All three are significant. Resistance is limited, and

levels above the early January high must be compared to early 2017 levels, which are feeble.

Disclaimer

The trading ideas discussed or recommended in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors should use this research as one input into formulating an investment

opinion. Additional inputs should include, but are not limited to, the review of other. This is not an offer (or Solicitation of an offer) to buy/sell the currency/instruments

mentioned or an official confirmation. Star Financial Ltd (Starfinex) is not responsible for any error or inaccuracy or for any losses suffered on account of information contained

in this report. This report does not purport to be offer for purchase and sale of share/ units. We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, including persons involved

in the preparation or issuance of this material may: (a)from time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the securities thereof, of company (is) mentioned

herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such currency and earn brokerage or other compensation discussed herein or act as advisor or lender or borrower to

such company (is) or have other potential conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions. The same persons may have acted

upon the information contained here. No part of this material may be duplicated in any form and/or redistribute without Trade Mudra prior written consent

Traders please maintain your trades according to the level given above.

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

POSITIONAL BUY: BUY ON DIPS BETWEEN $114.00-$114.30, STOP LOSS: $113.00 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $115.50 AND THEN $116.00. FIRST TARGET

ACHIEVED

POSITIONAL SELL: SELL ON RISE NEAR $113.90-$114.10 WITH STOP LOSS OF $115.10 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $112.80 AND THEN $112.50. STOP LOSS HIT

TRADING STRATEGY

POSITIONAL BUY: NO BUY SETUP

POSITIONAL SELL: SELL AT CMP $115.23 WITH STOP LOSS OF $116.00 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $114.10 AND THEN $113.70

USDJPY CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)
USD/JPY: According to retail trader data, 33.49 percent of traders are net-long, with a short-to-long ratio of 1.99 to 1. The number of traders who are net-long is down 8.41%

from yesterday and down 31.56 percent from last week, while the number of traders who are net-short is down 1.02 percent from yesterday and up 17.65 percent from last

week.

We usually take the opposite side of crowd mood, and the fact that traders are net-short on the USD/JPY signals that prices will continue to rise.

Traders are net-shorting more today than they were yesterday and last week, and the combination of current sentiment and recent movements gives us a stronger USD/JPY

contrarian trading inclination.
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Disclaimer
The trading ideas discussed or recommended in this report may not
be suitable for all investors. Investors should use this research as one
input into formulating an investment opinion. Additional inputs should
include, but are not limited to, the review of other. This is not an offer
(or Solicitation of an offer) to buy/sell the currency/instruments
mentioned or an official confirmation. ALPHA FX MARKETS is not
responsible for any error or inaccuracy or for any losses suffered on
account of information contained in this report. This report does not
purport to be offer for purchase and sale of share/ units. We and our
affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, including persons
involved in the preparation or issuance of this material may: (a)from
time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the
securities thereof, of company (is) mentioned herein or (b) be
engaged in any other transaction involving such currency and earn
brokerage or other compensation discussed herein or act as advisor
or lender or borrower to such company (is) or have other potential
conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related
information and opinions. The same persons may have acted upon
the information contained here. No part of this material may be
duplicated in any form and/or redistribute without Trade Mudra prior
written consent.
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